Faculty honored for service to Kansans

Three faculty members at KU have received the Steeples Award to honor their significant service to the people of Kansas. The recipients are the founder of the KU Sports Skills and Fitness School, a geographer who has done extensive mapping in the state's rural areas and the director of KU's Biodiesel Initiative.
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TODAY’S HEADLINES

Medical expertise in Vietnam
Dr. Carl Weiner, the K.E. Krantz professor and chair of the department of obstetrics and gynecology for KU Medical Center, recently finished his second semester as a U.S. Faculty Scholar in Vietnam.
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Death, memory in Amazon
A KU social anthropologist who initiated a project to rewrap a 450-year-old mummy at the Regional Museum of the National University of San Martin in Tarapoto, Peru, will return in June to direct KU's Ethnographic Field School.
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April Employees of the Month
KU's April Employees of the Month include the chief litigation attorney for KU Legal Services for Students and an administrative associate senior for the Department of English.
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TWITTER

@KUNews Traveling to or from #kucampus? There's a new traffic pattern for bridge construction between Haskell and Barker beginning today....
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FEATURED MULTIMEDIA

KANSAS PUBLIC RADIO

Lawrence teacher compiles Encyclopedia of Black Radio
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KU IN THE NEWS
University Scholars announced
Twenty KU sophomores from a variety of disciplines were selected earlier this spring to become the next generation of University Scholars.
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